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OVERVIEW

X2O team is from Taiwan, an architecture student group from NCKU, led by Prof.Wu, Prof.
Hsueh and Mr.Chang who is a practicing architect. The team members are all first year 
graduate students in M.Arch II program. With different educational backgrounds and diverse 
viewpoints, students are exploring their individual interests on broad issues of urbanism, 
landscape, digital fabrication, construction detail, materiality…etc.  

Students have been trained to pursue "design by research" and "research by design" 
throughout last semester. Each member has been working on an innovative research/design 
of his/her own in the first half of this year. It is critical that this design should be based on 
meticulous research in the process of design cooperation. 

Through collaboration among members with different design personality, the common goal 
is the advocate of resilience design: mediating/adapting between the good/strength and the 
bad/risk. That’s the meaning of the team's name. 
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ABSTRACT

The project is located in the double cross of Semarang City which is in the double cross in Indonesia 
Central Java province. Semarang river, Kali Baru Canal and the ring expressway are the three 
boundaries of the land. Trapped in many urban problems and environmental problems, there are two 
issues need to get improved in emergency in this area: water scarcity and land subsidence. Limited 
by funding shortages, local government block the canal and raise the road once in 30cm again and 
again to prevent the harmless by the flood. At the same time, people who live here get used to raise 
their houses by their own efforts and money. This rebuilt cycle of raising road and house have lasted 
more than 30 years.

Our team propose a Water Zipper Design as a respond. It's a bridging system of land and water 
for protecting the village, driven by the needs and co-experiences of local communities. Based 
on the interactive design between land and water, there are four specialized zones. To respond 
to the needs and wishes of the particular communities concerned, each is a particular solution to 
the big matter it has. Inspired by the rebuilding cycle they have experienced so many years, our 
team find the chances from this cycle to reshape their public activity and to improve personal living 
conditions.



OVERVIEW X2O TEAM

When one  stands in the narrow street of the community in this site or walk at the semarang river besides the 
village, one feels a little confusing about the current situation. Although facing series of problems with lots of 
negative effects on their daily life as a result of global climate change, people live here have their unique live 
style. Thus,  to emphasize the humanities  is the main design concept of our team. in addition ,respecting the 
way they have done to protect themself in recent 30 years from the flood or risks and reducing the impact of city 
renovation actions on existing local life are considering through the design process.

Preface

The Most Important Crisis: Water Scarcity And Land Subsidence

Sitting in front of the door of one house in this Semarang village, three boys about 10 years old are talking to 
us about their ideal life in future.  "I will be a pilot when I grow up." One of them said with local language. "me 
,too" Other two boys added. Same dream may be due to the same life before. What will be real same in future to 
these kids, except their wonderful imagine, floods or ruined house needed to be repaired may be coming to be 
real much faster.

The Data of RESILIENT SEMARANG shows that semarang faces more than twelve shocks and stresses at 
present : water scarcity, river pollution, land slides, flash flood, tidal flooding, land subsidence, coastal erosion, 
dengue fever, power outage, higher unemployment rate and traffic jam. Unfortunately, the site we are designing  
encounter nearly all of the above difficulties in urban development. It's a huge challenge for all the people. After 
further research, we focus on the most important crisis: water scarcity (limited provision of access that causes 
water scarcity) and land subsidence (excessive groundwater use and intensive development causing land 
subsidence).
 
Local government and residents in this village have been struggled to the environmental issues for decades. 
Limited by funding shortages, they block the canal and raise the road once in 30cm again and again in these 
years. Over 20,000 low-income residents live here, and to respond to the road changing, they have been used  
to raise the first floor of their own houses repeatedly under the condition that they can afford the cost of housing 
renovation. If the homeowner can't pay the bill of repairing, the house will be abandoned and the family have to 
leave for the new settlement. Up till now, about 264 houses have been destroyed by the flood and more than180 
families have been raised their houses higher than the street about 50cm.  Obviously, this cycle of raising road 
and house will go on and on in the near future until the sea floods over this area in the end. Before much more 
funding being put in this area, how to slow down the process in this cycle by urban design is an critical issue. Our 
team choose to discover connections between water and land, which are the keys of the resilience design.

01 Different sectors should be addressed by one solution.

02 Blur the boundary between natural / social experience.

03 Take the advantage of susidence and flooding.

04 Develop new opportunities from their house raising cycle.

05 Method of bridging design tie to public benefits.

WATER ZIPPER PRINCIPLES

The Water Zipper Design is a bridging system of land and water for protecting the village, driven by the needs 
and co-experiences of local communities. Stretching from Semarang River north to the ring expressway and up 
to Kali Baru Canal being a port as the same time, the proposed system not only weaken the bad impact of floods 
and land subsidence for the local people but provides social and environmental benefits to all the semarang as 
an improved public space. Taking the advantage of the ecological resources (the land and the water), we have 
opportunity to turn the bad condition into the good trend right now and in future.

As all the conditions are different every day and every location, we create V+ Plan system being more flexible. 
Based on the interactive design between land and water, four specialized areas are distinguished. Responding 
to the needs and wishes of the particular communities concerned, each is a particular solution to the big matter it 
has.

Water Zipper Design

V1: Wetland Park

Due to the less house on the ground than other areas, huge potential is 
observed in the area to promote the community improvement. The main 
water system and the biggest green land are designed. From samarang 
city , it will be the significant activity (realm?) nearest to the Java sea in 
future.

Waterfront SpaceV2: West River Bank

Being different from urban watershed at the upstream which semarang 
river passing by, the semarang river g¬o back to its nature beside this 
area. Abundant activities of all ages are able to occur along the river. 
Education, social, grocery shopping, celebrations, sporting, praying and 
other life behaviors happened. We design to strengthen the vitality by 
the life itself.

V3: East Canal Bank

Local people have to embank the canal for protecting the village from 
flooding. Our team proposes bringing the flood in and rearrange the 
accretion of the river band, turnning the flooding area into the farm land. 
Meanwhile, the shelter will be built for prevention. The vacant space of 
historical building should be reused as multifunction field. The final aim 
we conceive is eliminating the block of the canal.

Education Wetland Park

V4: Residential Area

It is difficult to carry out a fresh rebuilt plan without disturbing those 
who live in a high density residential area. Inspired by the rebuilding 
cycle which residents have experienced many years, our team finds the 
chances on the numbers of ruined houses, and raise floors to reshape 
their public activity to improve living conditions.

Warehouse and Shelter 

Ecological Planting AreaSite Plan
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WATER ZIPPER CONCEPT

Water pollution

Flooded

Land slump

Lack of water

Extraction of groundwater

Drought

Rainstorm

RISK  ROUTINES

raise the road
Local goverment

raise the house

Local people
ought to

TEMPORARY SOLUTIONS 

8cm sunk each year
264 houses destroyed

2900m of  river bank

180 houses raised
20,000+ low income residents



WATER ZIPPER CONCEPT

C O - E X P E R I E N C E
zipping everyday natural / social experience



WATER ZIPPER CONCEPT

opportunity to resilience
O N l Y 2 0  H O U S E S  R E B U I LT B Y G O V E R N M E N T P E R  Y E A R

LAND WATER
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SITE AS URBAN ZIPPER

The site is located in the double cross of Semarang City which 
is in the double cross in Indonesia Central Java province.

District Analysis

Downtown

Bandar Udara 
Internasional  Airport

Semarang Tawang 
Rail Station

To JAWA Sea

To Surabaya

To Capital Jakarta
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Semarang Port

The Site
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SITE AS URBAN ZIPPER
Analysis of Semrang River Activity Space

The Site



SITE AS URBAN ZIPPER

Semerang City was developed from the important economic 
area. As the city expend, the two edges of the site received 
the most impact, and appeared to a zipper shape. After 1949, 
a harbor was built and activate nearby area, huge number of 
factories were built as well.

This phenomenon affected the working location of the resident 
in the site.

Historical Value



SITE AS URBAN ZIPPER
Analysis of Flood



SITE AS URBAN ZIPPER
Analysis of Flood



SITE AS URBAN ZIPPER
Base Surrounding Landscape



SITE AS URBAN ZIPPER
Current Situation



SITE AS URBAN ZIPPER



SITE AS URBAN ZIPPER
Subsidence Situation



SITE AS URBAN ZIPPER
Landscape Evaluation
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PROGRAMMATIC STRATEGY
Design Strategy



PROGRAMMATIC STRATEGY
Program Proposal

V1 Area

01 Wetland Park
02 Kite Plaza
03 Smoking Fish Experience Zone
04 Water Purification Park

1

2

3

4

V2 Area

05 Sporting Bank
06 Recycle Bin
07 Flea market
08 Education Wetlands

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
13

V3 Area

09 Warehouse and Shelter
10 Ecological Planting Area
11 Multi-functional Space

V4 Area

12 Ecological Parking Lot
13 Construction Of Reserved Land
14 Workshop
15 Shopping Street
16 Community Center
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14

15

16
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DESIGN
Site Plan



DESIGN

V3: 
East Canal Bank

V4: 
Residential Area

Planning Framwork

V1: Wetland Park

Due to the less house on the ground than other areas, huge 
potential is observed in the area to promote the community 
improvement. The main water system and the biggest 
green land are designed. From samarang city , it will be the 
significant activity (realm?) nearest to the Java sea in future..

V2: West River Bank

Being different from urban watershed at the upstream which 
semarang river passing by, the semarang river go back to 
its nature beside this area. Abundant activities are able to 
occur along the river by all the people from the young to the 
elder. Education, social, shopping, celebrations, sporting, 
praying and other life behaviors happened. We will design to 
strengthen the vitality by the life itself.

V3: East Canal Bank

Local people have to embank the canal for protecting the 
village from flooding. Our team proposes bringing the flood 
in and rearrange the accretion of the river band, turnning the 
flooding area into the farm land. Meanwhile, the shelter will 
be built for prevention. The vacant space of historical building 
should be reused as multifunction field. The final aim we 
conceive is eliminating the block of the canal.

V4: Residential Area

It is difficult to carry out a fresh rebuilt plan without disturbing 
those who live in a high density residential area. Inspired by 
the rebuilding cycle which residents have experienced many 
years, our team finds the chances on the numbers of ruined 
houses, and raise floors to reshape their public activity to 
improve living conditions.V 4

V 2

V 3

V 1

V 1:
Wetland Park

V2: 
West River Bank 

W 1

W 2

W 3

W 4

W 5

E 1

E 2

E 3



DESIGN
Walking Space Planning

Eight new bridges

Ten new pedestrian paths

One new revetment



DESIGN
Landscape Strategy

3km water park

8 activity belts

9 community nodes 

Numbers boats are parked at the port

The boy fly a kite 

Mobile sellers is coming 

Local kids like to play along the river 

Gate Landscape

 Port Landscape



DESIGN
Principal Node Plan



Principal Node Plan

DESIGN



Principal Node Plan

DESIGN



Principal Node Plan

DESIGN



Principal Node Plan

DESIGN



Principal Node Plan

DESIGN



DESIGN
Community Activity Belts

Celebration for Independence Day

Street Food And Beverage

Playing Space



DESIGN
Staging Strategy
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DESIGN

Smoking House water park

Reservoir Filter Pound Spices Garden

Farm Land and  resting PavilionLittle Night MarketPublic spaceNew ResidentRecycle Station and Storage house

Marcket Out door market Out door market Elementary School New Resident Fish Farm and wet land Park

Water Park

Weekened Market / Multifunction area WBangga Teknologi Industry

Section Design
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TECHNICAL  ACTION
Site existing envirionmental and structural problem 

SHORTAGE OF 
WATER RESOURCE

OVER PUMPING OF 
THE GROUNDWATER

LAND 
SUBSIDENCE

SEAWATER  
INTRUSION

FLOOD

FLOOD

GROUNDWATER  
SALINIZATION

GROUND UPLIFT

STRUCTURE REBUILD

IMPEDED DRAINAGE

 SAND ACCRETION

+

+++

site existing 
human and 
environment 
relationship



TECHNICAL  ACTION
Key Stone 

aquatic plants

mangrove

flowers

arbor

fruit

spices
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RESIDENT

STRATEGY

STAGE
STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3

HIERARCHY

RESIDENT

WATER GREEN

STRUCTURE WATER

basis
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structure

structure

flexible 
space

flexible 
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hollow brick

gabion

bamboo

steel

mantle

timber

save

drain

GREEN

ecology
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filter water

TOURISM ZONELIFE ZONE PRODUCT ZONE
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TECHNICAL  ACTION
Planning LayoutSite Plan Hhierarchy



TECHNICAL  ACTION

filter water

[    ]

save

[    ]

V1: Wetland Park

Dike Ecological wetland

Swanp

Swanp

Siltation wetlandGabion and filter wall 



TECHNICAL  ACTION

[    ]

V2: West River Bank

drain

dike

dike

dike

Gabion filter

Gabion stare

Gabion and 
bamboo Deck
structure

drain

waterfront 
park

Deck

Watching tower and education 
spcace

River Transport system 



TECHNICAL  ACTION
V3: East Canal Bank

filter water

[    ]

Multi-functional Spacesystem Resting Area system Ecological Planting Areasystem Multi-functional Spacesystem Resting Area system 



TECHNICAL  ACTION

drain

[    ]

filter water

[    ]

V4: Residential Area

Road and ditch bamboo structure  Hollow Brick filter

Road and ditchs treet furnature  Hollow Brick filter

V4: Residential Area



TECHNICAL  ACTION

save

[    ] sunk houses light steel structure  Hollow Brick structure

sunk houses  shelterpublic pavilion

V4: Residential AreaV4: Residential AreaV4: Residential Area



TECHNICAL  ACTION
V4: Residential Area

Five Years Reform -water Land Subsidence Strategy
Five Years Reform -water 

system 



TECHNICAL  ACTION

PERVIOUS HOLLOW BLOCK

WIRE STRUCTURAL REINFORCEMENT

FILTER WATER GABION SYSTEM  

 

 

 

.

 

Filter Water Gabion Systrem 

The water filter gabion wall system constructed in the East 
Canal Bank, investigates relationship between the retaining 
wall system and the water-based system.
That wall  using the permeable material to build the reclaimed 
wet land protecting us from floods. The water-based system 
that Setting up with different size of sand and stone in the 
gabion wall for use with permeable hollow block reinforcement 
filter water , that creating the ecological planting area between 
the two wall, and the housing be able to design on the wet 
site.
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Education Wetland Park



Ecological Planting Area



Micro Community  Center



Waterfront Space



Warehouse and Shelter


